Use of a Dacron Annular Sparing Versus Limited Transannular Patch With Nominal Pulmonary Annular Expansion in Infants With Tetralogy of Fallot.
Repair of tetralogy of Fallot (ToF) using a transannular patch can result in severe pulmonary insufficiency (PI) and subsequent right ventricular (RV) dilation. Use of a Dacron (Maquet Cardiovascular LLC, Wayne, NJ) limited transannular patch with nominal pulmonary annular expansion (LTAP) attempts to limit PI. We sought to evaluate the degree of PI and RV dilation resulting from a LTAP or annular sparing (AS) approach. Infants less than 1 year of age undergoing ToF repair between 2000 and 2010 were divided into 2 groups: LTAP and AS RV outflow tract patch. Echocardiograms were used to determine RV dimensions and corresponding Z-values. From 94 infants, 48 required a LTAP and 46 required an AS patch. The preoperative pulmonary valve annulus Z-value was significantly smaller in the LTAP versus AS group (-2.7 ± 1.4 versus -0.9 ± 1.5; p < 0.001). Mean follow-up was obtained at 7.9 ± 3.4 years. Ten-year freedom from severe pulmonary insufficiency was 78.5% versus 93.2% (p = 0.3) in the LTAP and AS groups, respectively. There was no significant difference in the diameter of the RV base Z-value between groups (LTAP: 0.9 ± 0.8 versus AS: 0.0 ± 2.3; p = 0.1). Further, the freedom from reoperation at 10 years was also not significantly different between the LTAP and AS groups (95.6% versus 91.8%; p = 0.5). When required, a LTAP results in a similar change in RV chamber size and rate of reoperation at an intermediate-term follow-up.